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Abstract

Numerical geodynamo simulations capture several features of the spatial and temporal geomagnetic field variability on historical

and Holocene timescales. However, a recent analysis questioned the ability of these numerical models to comply with long-term

palaeomagnetic field behaviour. Analysing a suite of 50 geodynamo models, we present here the first numerical simulations

known to reproduce the salient aspects of the palaeosecular variation and time-averaged field behaviour since 10 Ma. We find

that the simulated field characteristics covary with the relative dipole field strength at the core-mantle boundary (dipolarity).

Only models dominantly driven by compositional convection, with an Ekman number (ratio of viscous to Coriolis forces)

lower than $10ˆ{-3}$ and a dipolarity in the range $0.34-0.56$ can capture the observed palaeomagnetic field behaviour. This

dipolarity range agrees well with state-of-the-art statistical field models and represent a testable prediction for next generation

global palaeomagnetic field model reconstructions.
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Key Points:9

• We present the first numerical geodynamo simulations known to reproduce the main10

features of palaeomagnetic field variability since 10 Ma11

• All simulated characteristics of palaeomagnetic behaviour covary with the degree12

of dipole dominance (dipolarity)13

• Only chemically driven dynamos at sufficiently low Ekman numbers in a specific14

dipolarity range capture palaeomagnetic field behaviour15
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Abstract16

Numerical geodynamo simulations capture several features of the spatial and temporal17

geomagnetic field variability on historical and Holocene timescales. However, a recent18

analysis questioned the ability of these numerical models to comply with long-term palaeo-19

magnetic field behaviour. Analysing a suite of 50 geodynamo models, we present here20

the first numerical simulations known to reproduce the salient aspects of the palaeosec-21

ular variation and time-averaged field behaviour since 10 Ma. We find that the simulated22

field characteristics covary with the relative dipole field strength at the core-mantle bound-23

ary (dipolarity). Only models dominantly driven by compositional convection, with an24

Ekman number (ratio of viscous to Coriolis forces) lower than 10−3 and a dipolarity in25

the range 0.34−0.56 can capture the observed palaeomagnetic field behaviour. This dipo-26

larity range agrees well with state-of-the-art statistical field models and represent a testable27

prediction for next generation global palaeomagnetic field model reconstructions.28

Plain Language Summary29

Earth’s magnetic field varies on a wide range of timescales, from less than a year30

to hundreds of million years or longer. Such variations are produced by the complex fluid31

dynamic processes in the liquid iron core, which are generally studied using 3D computer32

simulations. While these simulations reproduce several features of the geomagnetic field33

on relatively short timescales (less than 10 kyr), their compliance with the field charac-34

teristics on longer timescales has been recently questioned. Here we present the first sim-35

ulations known to reproduce the salient features of the geomagnetic magnetic field be-36

haviour over the last 10 Myr. Analysing a large suite of simulations, we demonstrate that37

the most Earth-like ones employ buoyancy sources modelling the release of light elements38

from the inner core, have a low enough viscosity and a magnetic field morphology which39

is sufficiently, but not too strongly, dipolar. Our estimates of the degree of dipole dom-40

inance agree well with those obtained from observational field models. Our findings can41

be employed by future studies to reliably simulate long-term geomagnetic field behaviour,42

hence improving our understanding of the Earth’s core and its evolution.43

1 Introduction44

The geomagnetic field varies on a striking range of spatial and temporal scales. These45

variations can be characterised through direct observations only for the last four cen-46

turies, while on longer timescales information is available indirectly through palaeomag-47

netic and archaeomagnetic measurements. By tying together observations and numer-48

ical simulations of the dynamo process in the outer core, we can gain fundamental in-49

sights into the physics of the deep interior through geologic time.50

Numerical dynamo simulations reproduced several features of the geomagnetic field,51

including a dipole-dominated field and polarity reversals (see, e.g., Christensen & Wicht,52

2015), the fundamental time-averaged morphological properties of the historical field (Christensen53

et al., 2010), and the axial dipole variations observed over Holocene timescales (Davies54

& Constable, 2014). However, due to the current computational limitations, geodynamo55

simulations cannot run at the extreme conditions that characterise the turbulent core56

fluid. Such limitations are particularly severe when studying the long-term field behaviour,57

since long time integrations are needed. Recently, Sprain et al. (2019) (S19 hereafter)58

raised the question of how Earth-like was the long-term field behaviour displayed by dy-59

namo simulations. Defining a set of criteria (QPM criteria) to quantify the degree of sem-60

blance of geodynamo simulations with the palaeomagnetic field of the last 10 Myr, the61

authors found that none of the 46 simulations explored could capture the main aspects62

of the observed variability. In fact, the large majority of the simulations performed poorly;63

only a few passed three out of the five QPM criteria with large total misfits.64
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Here we present a new set of simulations reproducing palaeomagnetic field behaviour65

of the last 10 Myr according to the QPM criteria. First, we show that the relative strength66

of the dipole field to the total field up to spherical harmonic degree and order 12 at the67

core-mantle boundary (CMB) can be used as a proxy for all palaeomagnetic observables68

considered. We then examine the conditions for obtaining palaeomagnetic-like simula-69

tions and discuss implications for the Earth’s core.70

2 Methods71

2.1 Model Formulation72

The setup and solution method for the geodynamo models are standard and ex-73

tensively documented elsewhere (Willis et al., 2007; Davies & Constable, 2014; Wicht,74

2002; Wicht & Meduri, 2016, WM16 hereafter). We therefore provide only a brief de-75

scription here (see also Section S1). We consider a convection-driven magnetohydrody-76

namic flow under the Boussinesq approximation with the fluid confined to a spherical77

shell of thickness d = ro−ri rotating at a constant angular velocity Ω. Here ri and ro78

are the inner and outer boundary radii, which are identified with the inner core radius79

and the CMB radius, respectively.80

All models assume no-slip mechanical boundary conditions and an electrically in-81

sulating mantle. We employ the codensity approach where density perturbations due to82

compositional and temperature differences are described by only one variable. Different83

convective driving scenarios are modelled via the boundary conditions and homogeneous84

volumetric codensity sinks. Thermal dynamos are bottom heated with either fixed flux85

or fixed temperature at ri. All the heat entering at ri leaves the system through ro where86

a fixed flux condition is imposed. Some models employ lateral variations in the outer bound-87

ary heat flux in the form of a recumbent spherical harmonic (SH) of degree ` = 2 and88

order m = 0 as an approximation of the observed lower mantle seismic shear-wave struc-89

tures (Dziewonski et al., 2010).90

Chemical dynamos are driven by either a fixed light element concentration or con-91

centration gradient at ri, which is balanced by a volumetric sink. The flux through ro92

is set to zero. While the chemical dynamos assume an electrically conducting inner core,93

the thermal dynamos use an insulating inner core for simplicity. Wicht (2002) showed94

that the impact of inner core conductivity on the magnetic field and its variability is mi-95

nor in thermal dynamos, although this may depend on the details of the convective driv-96

ing and mechanical boundary conditions employed (Dharmaraj & Stanley, 2012; Lhuil-97

lier et al., 2013).98

The dimensionless parameters controlling the system are the Ekman number Ek,
the Prandtl number Pr, the magnetic Prandtl number Pm and the shell aspect ratio χ:

Ek =
ν

Ωd2
, Pr =

ν

κ
= 1, Pm =

ν

η
, χ =

ri
ro

= 0.35. (1)

Here ν, η and κ are the kinematic viscosity, magnetic diffusivity and thermal (or com-99

positional) diffusivity of the fluid, respectively. The Rayleigh number controls the vigour100

of convection and is defined in Section S1. Ek varies between 3 × 10−4 and 2 × 10−3,101

and Pm spans the range 3−10. These ranges are constrained by the need to perform102

long temporal integrations.103

Our dataset is summarised in Table S1 and consists of 50 simulations: 21 from S19,104

7 from WM16 and 22 are new runs. From S19 we excluded thermal dynamos which use105

specific buoyancy profiles (Davies & Gubbins, 2011), large amplitudes of the CMB heat106

flux anomalies (ε = 1.5; see Table S1 for the definition of ε), and low Rayleigh num-107

bers (regime of locked dynamo action). We also excluded the cases at Pm = 20. All108

these simulations poorly comply with Earth having total QPM misfits larger than 5 and109
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total QPM scores of 3 at most (see Section 2.2). The new thermal runs complement the110

Rayleigh number range explored by S19 and include cases at Ek = 3×10−4. The new111

chemical runs are similar to those of WM16 but focus on reversing dipolar solutions.112

2.2 Palaeomagnetic Criteria for Geodynamo Simulations113

The QPM framework is described in detail in S19 and we recall only the essentials
here. S19 identified five palaeomagnetic observables that describe the long-term palaeosec-
ular variation (PSV) and time-averaged field (TAF) behaviour. The first two observables
characterise the virtual geomagnetic pole (VGP) angular dispersion S by estimating its
equatorial value and latitudinal dependence. They are the parameters a and b of the em-
pirical quadratic fit with palaeolatitude λ introduced by McFadden et al. (1988),

S2 = a2 + (bλ)2. (2)

The third QPM observable is the absolute maximum of the inclination anomaly

∆I = Ī − IGAD, (3)

which is function of latitude. Here Ī is the Fisher mean inclination (Fisher, 1953) and114

IGAD is the inclination expected under a geocentric axial dipole field. The fourth ob-115

servable, V%, is the ratio of the interquartile range to the median of the virtual dipole116

moment (VDM) distribution. The last observable is the relative transitional time τT, de-117

fined as the fraction of time spent with an absolute true dipole latitude lower than 45◦,118

which is complemented with a criterion on the presence of reversals.119

Using the most recent compilation of palaeomagnetic directional data PSV10 (Cromwell120

et al., 2018) and the palaeointensity database PINT (Biggin et al., 2009, 2015), S19 es-121

timated values and uncertainties of these five observables for the last 10 Myr (see Ta-122

ble S2). The sum of normalised linear misfits between simulated and observed values for123

each QPM observable is ∆QPM. If the normalised misfit of a given observable is ≤ 1,124

the observed and simulated palaeomagnetic characteristics overlap within the respective125

estimated uncertainties.126

Together with the misfits, S19 defined binary scores. The score of a given QPM ob-127

servable is 1 if the normalised misfit in that observable is ≤ 1 and is zero otherwise. The128

total score QPM, obtained by summing the single scores, thus ranges from 0 to 5. By def-129

inition, a palaeomagnetic-like simulation with the maximum score QPM = 5 has a to-130

tal misfit ∆QPM ≤ 5. Even when QPM < 5, however, the total misfit can be smaller131

than 5. While a large QPM signifies a good compliance with Earth, a large ∆QPM means132

the opposite.133

3 Results134

3.1 Evidence for Palaeomagnetic-Like Geodynamo Simulations135

The magnetic fields obtained in geodynamo simulations are generally characterised136

by their degree of dipole dominance, which is often measured by the dipolarity D12, de-137

fined as the time-averaged ratio of the root mean square (RMS) dipole field strength to138

the total RMS field strength up to SH degree and order ` = m = 12 at the CMB (Christensen139

& Aubert, 2006). Multipolar solutions generally have D12 . 0.35, while dominantly dipo-140

lar ones like the present geomagnetic field have D12 & 0.7 (Christensen & Aubert, 2006;141

Christensen, 2010). Dipolar reversing solutions, that is dynamos which are dipole dom-142

inated most of the time but occasionally undergo polarity reversals, occur in a narrow143

dipolarity range sandwiched between the stable dipolar and the multipolar regimes (Driscoll144

& Olson, 2009; Wicht & Tilgner, 2010; Wicht et al., 2015).145

Figure 1a,b demonstrates that D12 is a good proxy for the total misfit ∆QPM. When146

the Rayleigh number increases (in the direction indicated by the arrows in the connected147
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Figure 1. (a,b) Total misfit ∆QPM as a function of the dipolarity D12 for the (a) chemical

and (b) thermal (hatched symbols hereafter) runs. The symbol shape and colour code Ek and

the total score QPM respectively; the marker inside the main symbol indicates Pm (see the legend

inset in (a)). The symbol rim colour denotes the codensity boundary conditions (black: fixed

heat/compositional flux at ri; red: fixed temperature/composition at ri; blue: presence of lat-

eral heat flux variations at ro). Connecting lines show simulations differing only in the Rayleigh

number, which increases in the direction indicated by the arrows (for clarity, only three tracks

are presented in (b)). The grey curves are quadratic fits to the chemical runs at Ek = 3 × 10−4

and to all thermal runs. Palaeomagnetic-like simulations are found in the grey shaded region

of horizontal extent δD12 which is defined by the chemical runs as explained in the main text.

(c,d) Same as (a) and (b) but for the modified dipolarity D4. The vertical blue line in (c) shows

the palaeomagnetic field model GGF100k of Panovska et al. (2018) (the shaded region displays

one standard deviation above and below D4). Circles with error bars in (a) and (c) present the

GGP models TK03 (Tauxe & Kent, 2004), BCE19 (Brandt et al., 2020) and BB18 (Bono et al.,

2020) (error bars denote one standard deviation above and below the dipolarity values). Capital

letters A–F mark the six simulation runs discussed in the main text (see Table S1 for additional

information).
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lines in Figure 1) the dipolarity systematically decreases together with ∆QPM until D12 ≈148

0.5. For smaller values of D12, ∆QPM increases again and the simulations roughly de-149

scribe parabolic paths in the D12-∆QPM plane. These paths show no apparent depen-150

dence on the codensity boundary conditions or on Pm (see also Figure S1), but depend151

strongly on the convective driving mode and on the Ekman number. While the thermal152

dynamos barely reach misfits of ∆QPM ≈ 4 with a score QPM = 2 (Figure 1b), the153

chemical runs show ∆QPM as low as 2.7 with QPM = 4 (Figure 1a). In fact, these lat-154

ter runs come close to a score of QPM = 5, having either a moderately low relative tran-155

sitional time or an equatorial dispersion only a few degrees higher than Earth (Section 3.2.1).156

These palaeomagnetic-like dynamos combine chemical driving with the lower Ek = 3×157

10−4. The chemical runs at Ek = 10−3 barely reach ∆QPM ≈ 5 with QPM = 3.158

Remarkably, the optimal field solutions, i.e. those which yield the lowest ∆QPM and159

the highest QPM in each Rayleigh number track, lie in a well defined D12 range. The quadratic160

function ∆QPM = c0 + c1D12 + c2(D12)2 well describes the simulation behaviour in161

both types of convective forcing with a high coefficient of determination R2 (grey curves162

in Figure 1a,b; see Table S3 for values of the regression coefficients and R2). The min-163

ima of the quadratic fits occur at D12 = 0.45 and D12 = 0.48 for the chemical and164

thermal runs respectively. Small departures from these values cause a large increase of165

∆QPM and a decrease in QPM. The values of D12 where the quadratic fit of the chem-166

ical runs at Ek = 3×10−4 intersects the threshold ∆QPM = 5 below which Earth-like167

models are expected define the dipolarity interval δD12 = [0.34, 0.56].168

The dipolarity values of our palaeomagnetic-like dynamos are compatible with es-169

timates obtained for Earth from global palaeomagnetic field model reconstructions. Since170

these models have spatial power spectra that are generally considered to be well resolved171

only for SH degrees ` ≤ 4 (Korte & Constable, 2008; Wardinski & Korte, 2008; Nils-172

son et al., 2014, see also Figure S2), we analyse the modified dipolarity D4 which includes173

SH contributions up to ` = m = 4. Note, however, that even degrees ` ≤ 4 may suf-174

fer from spatial and temporal regularisations (Sanchez et al., 2016; Hellio & Gillet, 2018)175

and the true D4 values may be somewhat smaller. Figure 1c,d shows that the behaviour176

of D4 can also be described by a simple quadratic dependence. The palaeomagnetic-like177

dipolarity interval predicted by our chemical dynamos at Ek = 3×10−4 is δD4 = [0.57, 0.80].178

GGF100k (Panovska et al., 2018), the longest global field reconstruction to date,179

spans the last 100 kyr and provides D4 = 0.84±0.08, in relatively good agreement with180

our numerical prediction (Figure 1c; see also Table S4). LSMOD.2 (Brown et al., 2018)181

has a lower value of D4 = 0.74 since it deliberately models the field during the two most182

recent excursions. This lower estimate falls within δD4 and is in excellent agreement with183

the value obtained for run B, our most palaeomagnetic-like simulation (Figure 1c and184

Table S4).185

For field reconstructions covering shorter time intervals, the Holocene CALS10k.1b186

(Korte et al., 2011) model provides D4 = 0.92, and the historical gufm1 (Jackson et187

al., 2000) and IGRF-13 (Thébault et al., 2015) models give D4 = 0.88 and 0.82 respec-188

tively. Such high values of D4 are likely due to the short timespans sampled by these mod-189

els. It is encouraging that the differences with our numerical predictions of D4 reduce190

for the longer time averages obtained from GGF100k and LSMOD.2.191

Estimates of D12 for Earth on timescales of million years can be obtained from sta-192

tistical field models based on a giant Gaussian process (GGP). Here we consider the GGP193

models TK03 (Tauxe & Kent, 2004), BCE19 (Brandt et al., 2020) and BB18 (Bono et194

al., 2020), which are explicitly constructed to reproduce the PSV over the last 5 − 10195

Myr, with BB18 also capturing the observed VDM distribution. TK03 and BCE19 dif-196

fer only in the assumed variances of their independent and normally distributed Gauss197

coefficients, while BB18 additionally employs a covariance pattern for degrees ` ≤ 4 in-198

ferred from dynamo simulations. These GGP models have 0.54 ≤ D12 ≤ 0.56 and thus199
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fall within the palaeomagnetic-like interval δD12 predicted here (see Figure 1a and also200

Table S4).201

3.2 Description of the Simulated Long-Term Field Behaviour202

3.2.1 Variation of the Palaeomagnetic Observables With D12203

Figure 2 presents the five QPM observables as a function of D12 for all chemical runs.204

All observables increase as D12 decreases, a trend which is also observed for the ther-205

mal dynamos (Figure S3). Though our three most palaeomagnetic-like simulations (runs206

B–D) only reach a total score of 4 (Figure 1a), they still reproduce the single missed QPM207

observable to a reasonable level.208

Run B closely captures all observables except the relative transitional time τT (Fig-209

ure 2; Table S4), which is too small at 0.018, about half the Earth’s lower bound value210

(Table S2). While this run showed one reversal and three excursions in 35 magnetic dif-211

fusion times, we cannot exclude it may yield Earth-like τT when a robust statistic is ob-212

tained for longer integrations. Runs C and D have Earth-like transitional times (τT =213

0.046 and 0.065 respectively; Figure 2e) but a median equatorial dispersion a about 4◦214

and 6◦ too high with misfits < 1.6 (Figure 2a; Tables S2 and S4). Relaxing the uncer-215

tainties on a by < 2◦ would yield a total score of 5 for these two runs. On this basis,216

we consider the simulated palaeomagnetic behaviour of runs B–D to be an excellent ap-217

proximation to that of Earth in the last 10 Myr, while acknowledging it does not quite218

meet the full requirements for being classified as “Earth-like” by the current QPM cri-219

teria.220

3.2.2 Influence of the Ekman Number in Chemical Dynamos221

As well as intermediate values of D12, chemical dynamos can reach low misfits and222

high scores only if the Ekman number is low enough (Section 3.1). This dependency on223

Ek results from the behaviour of a and τT. In the palaeomagnetic-like dipolarity inter-224

val δD12, chemical dynamos at Ek = 10−3 have comparable or higher a and lower τT225

than the cases at Ek = 3×10−4 (Figure 2a,e). Misfits in a and τT are up to three times226

smaller in these low-Ek runs compared to the high-Ek cases, while misfits in the other227

QPM observables are similar (for example, in Table S4 compare run D with run E, the228

simulation with the lowest ∆QPM at Ek = 10−3).229

In the simulations at Ek = 10−3, more frequent polarity transitions leading to Earth-230

like values of τT start at D12 ≈ 0.3 where a is already far too high (Figure 3a; white231

symbols show Earth-like τT). At the lower Ek of 3×10−4, on the other hand, reversals232

start to appear at D12 ≈ 0.45 where a is still relatively Earth-like. Such a dependency233

on Ek for the onset of reversals arises because the dipole field variability, measured by234

the relative standard deviation σd/Bd (the ratio of the standard deviation of the dipole235

field strength at the CMB to its time-averaged value), increases with decreasing Ek in236

our simulations (Figure 3b). These larger dipole fluctuations naturally lead to an increased237

likelihood of both transitional periods and polarity reversals (Driscoll & Olson, 2009; Meduri238

& Wicht, 2016, WM16). We note that a remains Earth-like in the low-Ek runs at D12 &239

0.45 since the equatorially symmetric CMB field, which determines a (McFadden et al.,240

1988; Coe & Glatzmaier, 2006), is weaker than in the high-Ek cases in the same dipo-241

larity range (Figure S4).242

3.2.3 Influence of the Convective Driving Mode243

Thermal dynamos at Ek = 3×10−4 do not reach ∆QPM as low and QPM as high244

as the chemical dynamos at the same Ekman number (Section 3.1). In these runs, the245

QPM observables vary similarly with D12, with the exception of the latitudinal VGP dis-246

–7–
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Figure 2. QPM observables as a function of the dipolarity D12 for all chemical runs. For the

meaning of the symbols and connecting lines, see the legend at the bottom right and Figure 1.

The horizontal grey regions show Earth’s QPM observables (solid lines denote median values;

shading displays the estimated 95% confidence intervals or the assumed bounds; see Table S2 for

further details). Dark grey shaded regions highlight the predicted palaeomagnetic-like dipolarity

interval δD12.
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regions in (a) and (c) show Earth’s a and b values as in Figure 2a,b. The vertical grey region

displays the predicted palaeomagnetic-like dipolarity interval δD12.

persion b and τT (Figure S3). The thermal runs, unlike the chemical ones, present val-247

ues of b which remain low and non-Earth-like for all D12 explored (Figure 3c). The weak248

variation of b with D12 in the thermal runs can be attributed to the almost unchanged249

odd and even CMB field contributions (Figure S4). The chemical runs, unlike the ther-250

mal cases, already show reversals at an intermediate D12. At D12 = 0.53, for example,251

run F (thermal) shows a stable dipolar solution with τT = 0, whereas run A (chemi-252

cal) undergoes few excursions so that τT = 0.01 (Figure 3c; see also Figure S3e). Chem-253

ical dynamos then reach Earth-like τT at slightly lower values of D12 where also the other254

QPM observables are captured.255

4 Discussion and Conclusions256

We tested whether a new set of numerical dynamo simulations reproduces the palaeo-257

magnetic field behaviour of the last 10 Myr by applying the QPM criteria of S19. These258

criteria examine the equatorial and latitudinal VGP dispersion, the inclination anomaly,259

the VDM distribution, and the relative time spent by the true dipole pole in transitional260

latitudes, along with the presence of reversals.261

We reported the first numerical simulations known to reproduce these fundamen-262

tal characteristics of the palaeomagnetic field since 10 Ma. The dipolarity D12, which263

measures the degree of dipole dominance at the CMB, appears to be a good proxy for264

all five QPM observables across a variety of simulations differing in control parameters,265

boundary conditions and convective driving mode, and it allows predictions of the to-266

tal QPM misfit and score. Simulations capturing the observed field behaviour are char-267

acterised by (i) a compositional driving, (ii) an Ekman number Ek below 10−3 and (iii)268

a dipolarity D12 in the interval δD12 = [0.34, 0.56]. Previous numerical studies explor-269

ing long-term geomagnetic field behaviour do not generally employ simulations that ful-270

fil all such conditions; for example, they often use Ek & 10−3 due to computational rea-271

sons.272

Our best performing simulations employ a setup where buoyancy is released at the273

inner core boundary and absorbed by the outer core. This seems an appropriate scenario274
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for the geodynamo after the inner core started crystallising and the light elements, em-275

anated from the growing inner core front, may have dominated convective driving (Nimmo,276

2015; Labrosse, 2015). Taken at face value, our analysis appears to favour compositional277

over thermal convection as the dominant driving mode of the geodynamo over the last278

10 Myr, in agreement with both thermal history calculations (see, e.g., Nimmo, 2015)279

and numerical dynamo studies exploring the influence of the two convective drivings on280

the magnetic field morphology (Kutzner & Christensen, 2000).281

The dipolarity interval δD12 where palaeomagnetic-like simulations are found is bounded282

above by the modern field. Current GGP models provide an estimate of D12 for Earth283

of about 0.55, which falls within δD12 and confirms the robustness of our numerical re-284

sults. The suggested dipolarity interval represents a specific, testable prediction for next285

generation palaeomagnetic field models, once they reach higher spatial resolutions and286

cover longer time intervals than the models currently available. Earth’s core may lie at287

the transition between the dipolar and the multipolar dynamo regimes (Christensen &288

Aubert, 2006; Oruba & Dormy, 2014) and our results are compatible with this finding.289

This transition indeed occurs at D12 in the range 0.35−0.50, which is included in the290

palaeomagnetic-like interval δD12 predicted here.291

Our results suggest the possibility of constructing a path towards Earth’s core con-292

ditions which preserves palaeomagnetic-like dynamo characteristics. According to Oruba293

and Dormy (2014), the parameter combination Re Ek2/3 (Re = Ud/ν is the Reynolds294

number, where U is the time-averaged RMS core flow velocity) defines the dipolar-multipolar295

transition at D12 ≈ 0.5, which is close to the optimal value D12 = 0.45 inferred from296

our analysis. To maintain D12 constant while reducing Ek, Re needs to increase and this297

can be achieved by increasing the Rayleigh number and by decreasing Pm. Following this298

path to lower Ek and Pm and higher Rayleigh numbers, the relevant balance for the Earth’s299

core between magnetic, Coriolis and buoyancy forces is expected to emerge naturally,300

as also suggested by recent high-resolution numerical simulations (Yadav et al., 2016;301

Schaeffer et al., 2017; Aubert et al., 2017; Aubert, 2019).302

It has recently been argued that the geomagnetic field displayed similar average303

degrees of surface axial dipole dominance over large swathes of geological time (Biggin304

et al., 2020). Insofar as dipolarity and surface axial dipole dominance may be assumed305

to be related, we expect that many of the conclusions reached here are also valid at cer-306

tain earlier times in Earth’s history.307
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S1. Numerical Geodynamo Models

Here we provide further details on the numerical geodynamo models outlined in Sec-

tion 2.1. The dimensionless equations governing the system are: the momentum equation

Ek

Pm

[
∂u

∂t
+ (u · ∇) u

]
= −∇p− 2êz × u + Pm Ra

C

α

r

ro
êr + Ek∇2u + (∇×B)×B, (1)

the induction equation

∂B

∂t
= ∇× (u×B) +∇2B, (2)

the equation of evolution for the codensity

∂C

∂t
+ (u · ∇)C =

Pm

Pr
∇2C − γ, (3)

the continuity equation

∇ · u = 0 (4)

and the solenoidal condition for the magnetic induction

∇ ·B = 0. (5)

Here u, B and p are the (dimensionless) fluid velocity, magnetic induction and a modified

pressure which includes centrifugal forces, respectively. The codensity C can stand for αT

or αξ, depending on whether thermal or chemical convection is considered. Here T (ξ)

is the perturbation in temperature (light elements concentration) and α is the thermal

(compositional) expansion coefficient. The radial spherical coordinate is r and êr and êz

denote the unit vectors in the radial direction and along the rotation axis, respectively.

The above equations are obtained using the shell thickness d as length scale and the

magnetic diffusion time tη = d2/η as time scale. The magnetic induction B is scaled by
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(ρµ0Ωη)1/2, where ρ is the reference fluid density and µ0 the magnetic permeability of

vacuum.

The dimensionless control parameters in the above equations are the Ekman number

Ek, the Prandtl number Pr, the magnetic Prandtl number Pm (all defined in Section 2.1)

and the Rayleigh number

Ra =
go∆Cd

Ων
. (6)

Here go is gravity at the outer boundary and ∆C is a codensity scale which depends on

the convective driving mode. In thermally driven dynamos ∆C = αβd, where β is the

conductive temperature gradient at the outer boundary. Thermal dynamos are purely

bottom heated, hence γ = 0 in Equation (3). In chemical dynamos, the (dimensional)

homogeneous sink term −γ̃ in the codensity transport equation serves to balance the

codensity flux from the inner boundary. The codensity scale is ∆C = γ̃d2/η so that γ = 1

in Equation (3).

Thermal dynamos were run using the numerical implementation of Willis, Sreenivasan,

and Gubbins (2007) (further details on the code can be found in Davies et al., 2011).

Simulations modelling chemical convection were performed using the code MagIC (Wicht,

2002; Schaeffer, 2013, available at https://magic-sph.github.io).
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Figure S1: Same as Figure 1a,b but with the symbol colour coding the magnetic Prandtl num-
ber Pm. The simulation runs show no apparent dependency on Pm.
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Figure S2: Dipolarity as a function of its spherical harmonic degree of truncation (` = 4 and
` = 12 correspond to D4 and D12 respectively). Connected squares show run B, our most
palaeomagnetic-like simulation (the shaded region displays one standard deviation above and
below the dipolarity values). Connected circles display global palaeomagnetic field model recon-
structions (GGF100k, LSMOD.2, CALS10k.1b) and connected triangles present statistical GGP
models (TK03, BCE19, BB18). Connected diamonds show the historical field models gufm1
and IGRF-13. For further details on these observational models, see Section 3.1. Note that the
dipolarities of the palaeomagnetic field models, which are well resolved up to ` = 4, saturate for
degrees ` ≥ 4 as expected.
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Figure S3: Same as Figure 2 but for two representative Rayleigh number tracks of the chemical
and the thermal dynamos. See the legend at the bottom right for the meaning of the symbols
and Figure 1 for additional information on the tracks shown and on runs A and F.
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Figure S4: Normalised equatorially symmetric (even, E) and non-dipolar equatorially antisym-
metric (odd, O) magnetic energy at the CMB as a function of the dipolarity D12 for the three
Rayleigh number tracks shown in Figure 3. E (O) is defined as the ratio of the time-averaged
mean CMB energy in the ` + m even (odd, excluding the axial dipole) spherical harmonics of
degrees 1 ≤ ` ≤ 10 to the time-averaged total mean CMB energy in these degrees (excluding the
axial dipole). We recall that the axial dipole does not contribute to VGP dispersion.
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Table S1: Control parameters and time-averaged properties of the numerical geodynamo simula-
tions explored in this study. Column 1 lists the model name: the prefix MAG (LED) refers to a
simulation performed using the MagIC (Leeds) code (runs A–F are the selected cases discussed
in the main article). 28 of these simulations were reported in previous studies (see the references
listed in column 2: WM16 for Wicht and Meduri (2016) and S19 for Sprain et al. (2019); the
model name assigned in these studies is given in parenthesis). The system control parameters,
defined in Sections 2.1 and S1, are: the Ekman number Ek, the Rayleigh number Ra and the
magnetic Prandtl number Pm (columns 3 to 5); the Prandtl number Pr is 1 and the shell aspect
ratio is χ = 0.35 in all simulations. Column 6 details the convective driving mode (chemical
or thermal). Column 7 lists the codensity boundary conditions (BCs): fixed codensity (C) or
fixed codensity flux (F), with the first (second) letter referring to the inner (outer) boundary.
ε = (qmax − qmin)/〈q〉 is the amplitude of the lateral heat flux variations imposed at the outer
boundary, which is given in column 8. Here qmin, qmax and 〈q〉 are the minimum, maximum and
mean outer boundary heat flux, respectively. The heat flux pattern is a recumbent spherical
harmonic of degree ` = 2 and order m = 0. ε = 0 refers to a homogeneous outer boundary.
Column 9 lists the magnetic BCs: electrically insulating (I) or conducting (C), with the first
(second) letter referring to the inner (outer) boundary. tsim is the total simulation time (in
units of the outer core magnetic diffusion time d2/η; column 10). Columns 11 and 12 list the
dipolarity D12 and D4 respectively. Column 13 details the relative transitional time τT. The
reversing regime (column 14) is defined using τT as in S19: stable dipolar (D) for τT < 0.0375,
reversing (R) for 0.0375 ≤ τT ≤ 0.15, multipolar (M) for τT > 0.15. The last column lists the
magnetic Reynolds number Rm = Ud/η, where U is the time-averaged RMS core flow velocity.
We note here that S19 reported a wrong Rm for LEDA021 (Model 8 in S19). File uploaded
separately (TableS1.xlsx).
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Table S2: Estimated QPM observables of Earth for the last 10 Myr (from Sprain et al., 2019).
Median values and 95% confidence intervals of a, b, and max(|∆I|) are obtained from a boot-
strapping technique. A range is instead estimated for V% and τT. The lower (upper) bound of
V% comes from the median value of the VDM distribution in the interval 0− 1 Ma (1− 10 Ma)
of the PINT database. The number of reversals observed since 10 Ma (≈ 50, obtained from the
geomagnetic polarity timescale of Ogg, 2012), an excursion rate of 10 Myr−1, and an average
event duration of 2.5 kyr (10 kyr) define the lower (upper) bound of τT. See Sprain et al. (2019)
for further details.

a [◦] b max(|∆I|) [◦] V% τT

11.33+1.93
−1.63 0.256+0.043

−0.050 7.04+1.35
−1.40 0.534− 0.863 0.0375− 0.15

Table S3: Least-squares regression coefficients of the quadratic fits (i) ∆QPM = c0 + c1D12 +
c2(D12)

2 and (ii) ∆QPM = c0 + c1D4 + c2(D4)
2 shown in Figure 1. The last column lists the

coefficient of determination R2.

Fit Figure c0 c1 c2 R2

(i)
1a 32.4 −128.6 142.0 0.85
1b 32.0 −114.1 118.9 0.79

(ii)
1c 65.2 −180.8 132.0 0.85
1d 45.6 −120.3 89.5 0.84

December 12, 2020, 5:31pm
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Table S4: Dipolarity D12, modified dipolarity D4 and QPM metrics for the simulation runs A–F and the observational
field models discussed in the main article. Column 2 lists the time interval spanned. In the numerical simulations, time
is rescaled assuming a magnetic diffusion time d2/η = 234 kyr based on the electrical conductivity of Pozzo et al. (2012).
Columns 3 and 4 report D12 and D4 respectively, with errors denoting standard deviations. Columns 5 to 8 list median
values of the equatorial VGP dispersion a and latitudinal VGP dispersion b, the maximum absolute inclination anomaly
max(|∆I|), and the variability of the VDM distribution V% respectively (errors denote 95% confidence intervals). Column
9 details the relative transitional time τT. Columns 10 to 15 report misfits for each of these observables and the total misfit
∆QPM. All measures are dimensionless except a and max(|∆I|) which are given in degrees.

Model
Misfit

Time interval D12 D4 a [◦] b max(|∆I|) [◦] V% τT a b ∆I V% τT ∆QPM

Run A 8.3 Myr 0.53± 0.09 0.77± 0.10 11.56+0.80
−0.77 0.23+0.03

−0.03 5.8+3.2
−3.1 0.49+0.03

−0.03 0.008 0.09 0.37 0.27 1.08 1.51 3.32

Run B 8.6 Myr 0.49± 0.11 0.74± 0.13 13.24+1.06
−1.02 0.24+0.04

−0.04 7.3+4.0
−3.6 0.62+0.03

−0.03 0.018 0.65 0.22 0.05 0.37 1.34 2.63

Run C 5.2 Myr 0.45± 0.13 0.69± 0.16 15.57+1.46
−1.27 0.24+0.05

−0.05 7.1+4.6
−4.1 0.79+0.04

−0.04 0.046 1.32 0.19 0.01 0.44 0.80 2.77

Run D 20.3 Myr 0.39± 0.14 0.65± 0.19 16.92+1.89
−1.74 0.24+0.07

−0.08 7.3+5.3
−5.0 0.91+0.05

−0.05 0.065 1.53 0.14 0.04 1.00 0.52 3.23

Run E 13.6 Myr 0.37± 0.07 0.62± 0.10 17.56+1.13
−1.05 0.26+0.04

−0.05 10.8+4.5
−4.3 0.64+0.03

−0.03 0.010 2.09 0.09 0.65 0.30 1.48 4.61

Run F 3.7 Myr 0.53± 0.06 0.80± 0.07 11.16+0.63
−0.61 0.16+0.02

−0.03 6.9+1.2
−1.2 0.45+0.02

−0.02 0 0.07 1.25 0.06 1.33 1.67 4.37

TK03 - 0.56± 0.14 0.79± 0.14 10.95+0.97
−0.86 0.24+0.03

−0.03 2.44+3.23
−2.91 0.51+0.03

−0.03 0.007 0.15 0.18 0.99 1.01 1.54 3.87

BCE19 - 0.56± 0.14 0.79± 0.14 10.14+0.98
−0.87 0.25+0.03

−0.03 2.22+3.21
−2.73 0.50+0.03

−0.03 0.004 0.46 0.10 1.05 1.03 1.59 4.23

BB18 - 0.54± 0.18 0.76± 0.18 12.53+1.35
−1.23 0.27+0.05

−0.05 2.27+3.92
−3.65 0.64+0.03

−0.03 0.035 0.38 0.12 0.90 0.29 1.05 2.74

GGF100k 0− 100 ka - 0.84± 0.08 - - - - 0 - - - - - -

LSMOD.2 30.1− 49.9 ka - 0.74± 0.18 - - - - 0.030 - - - - - -

CALS10k.1b 0− 10 ka - 0.92± 0.04 - - - - 0 - - - - - -

gufm1 1582− 1987 AD 0.79± 0.06 0.88± 0.03 - - - - 0 - - - - - -

IGRF-13 1900− 2020 AD 0.69± 0.03 0.82± 0.02 - - - - 0 - - - - - -
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Table S5: Additional summary simulation outputs used to construct Figures 1–3 in the main
article. Columns 2 to 5 report median values of the equatorial VGP dispersion a (in degrees) and
latitudinal VGP dispersion b, the maximum absolute inclination anomaly max(|∆I|) (in degrees),
and the variability of the VDM distribution V% respectively. Columns 6 to 10 list misfits of a,
b, max(|∆I|), V%, and τT respectively. The total misfit ∆QPM and total score QPM are given
in columns 11 and 12, respectively. The last two columns detail the time-averaged dipole field
strength at the CMB, Bd, and its standard deviation σd in units of (ρµ0Ωη)1/2. File uploaded
separately (TableS5.xlsx).
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